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1. Modelirig of Spacecraft Charging 

Elden t. WhippIe, Jr. 
University o f  Caiifbmia 

L J b l l a ,  Cb. 

Websterfs New Collegiate Dictionary 1 has the following definition for the word 

"model," ih the sense in which w e  wi l l  be using it: "Model . . . a system of postu- 
lates, data, and inferences presented a s  a mathematical description of an entity or 
a state of affairs." The reason that we a r e  interested in modeling is that w e  would 
like to be able tb predict an effect; namely, spacecraft charging. A model may be 
regarded as a mathematical representation of the link between cause ahd effect. 
If w e  can identify the cause, then the model provides a method for calcuhtihg 
'A4qt is, predicting) the effects about which w e  are concerned. 

three categories: ( t )  statistleal models; (21 parametric models; and (3) physical 
models. A statistical Model is usually the first  kind of model that is arrived at in 
desctibitig a phenomenon. For  example, if i t  is cloudy, the probability of ratn is 
tdcreased, because we know that clouds and rain correlate. Statistical models 
uaing correlation can be useful because they can provide clues a s  to what is the  
cause for a phenomenon. But they can also be misleading because the correlation 
may be between two effects, or, the correlation may be coincidental. An example 

There are different kinds of models, which cad be contrknlently arranged into 
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of a corrdlation related to sp&cecreft eharglng i s  shoWri ih Fimrbs  1 and 2. 
Spacecraft anoinolies bc&ur mbrc frequently betwcbn 0000 and 0600 hours in heal  
time. Spacecraft charging events also show the same patterd. These figures ore 
takeh from papets bp McPherson, Cauffmad and Schober, 
e t  al. 
phenomena - spacecraft anomtrlies and spacecraft charging - may be related. 

of the actual processes that are involved in the phenomenoh. Ffequently, the 
processes are complicated OP a r e  only imperfectly understbod. In such a case, a 
parametric model may be useful. Here, one or more physical parameters a r e  
selected which characterize the physical prbcesses, add an apprbrimate model is 
constructed based od these parameters. An  ekanlple of such a model is showd in 
Figure 3 where the electron current to a sphere in a plasma has been calculated 
with the asshmption of a spherically symmCtric DcSye potential distrihtiori. The 
current depends upon the Debye lerigth parameter, as wel l  a s  upon the plasma den- 
si ty  and temperature and the sphere radius. This calculation is nbt exact but i t  
gives the correct qualitative behavior and is much easier to calculate than the exact 
oUPreklt. 

and from heasener 
The correlatlon between the two  patterns provides evidence that thc two 

The most useful kind of model is one that is based on understandid8 the physics 
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Figure 1. Lo,cal ' hme  Dependence OF Circuit Upset For Several UoD and Com- 
mercial !%tellltes 
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Figurp 2. I.oral 'I'inle Diitrihuticm o f  
A'I'S-fi Sparec raft Charging k;ventd 

do HOURS LT 

Fi@r& 3. Electron Current to a Sphere 
wi th  an Assumed Debye Potential 

5 There are four categories of models for spacecraft chafging, and hlcPherson 
has identified these four categories with four regions in the spacecraft -environ- 
ment configuratiorl, as shown itl Figure 4. Region 1 is the undisturbed plastna far 
elway frorh the spakecraft. This regioh mag be assumed to be free from liclds due 
to sheath effects. It is the source region foot the plasma particles which make up 
part of the spacecraft charging currents. 

Region 2 is the plasma sheath region %here there a r e  quasistatic electric 
fields. These electric Fields a r e  caused by the local charge distributiuns (space 
charge attd surface charges) and in turn affect the trajectories of the  charged 
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rieglan i 1 Undlbtuib6d Pldemmb 
I Field frbe 
6 Partitle Sddree B6undiry 

I )  guetl j;tstic, Self Co~bisteht 

0 S u r h  Charge Ijounddry 

6 Cbrhpaneni in Equivalent Circuit 
0 Ndrilirleai PrdOar ties 

b t u r h  Currehtb 6fid RadiUtir6 

0 Coupled Culrehts and FiCldb 

RediOfi 2: PlO4ma Sheath fbplbii 

Electric FteldB 

Regidn 3: Spacecraft SdrfiCB 

Regien 4. Spacecrdtt EQdiUal6Ht Circuit 

E M  Fields 

Figure 4. fiegions In(ro1ved in Modeling Spacecraft Charghg 

particles gbihg thrbugh this region. 
obtained for the par t ick  and field distributions. 

rials and hence diddrent properties for absorbing, emitting, and conducting 
charged particles. These properties may be very nonlitrear. The spacecraft sur-  
face with its charge and potential distributions is a boundary for region 2, ahd it is 
alsb a part of the spacecraft electric circuit. 

Region 4 is the spacecraft equivalent circuit describihg the gaths For currents 
arid caupiing For electPomagnetic fields between the spacecraft components. OM 
of the Ultimate objectives FOP the overall modelihg is to understand and pi'edict the 
response of spacecraft components to the chargihg phencrmeha. 

envirorifnent. 
of spacecraft matePla1s and response to charging events. In the remainder of this 
disctwslon,, o review wli l  be made OF some of the approaches to modeling region 2, 
the sheath about the spacecraft, and the  related charge and potentlel dtstrlbutlons 
on the dpacecraft surfaces. 

for the  various charging currents which t raverse the sheath and help to determine 

tlence, a self-consis tent solutfori must bk 

Regioh 3 is the spacecraft surf ice which is characterized by different mate- 

The First sessioh of the conference has discussed region 1, thh geosynchronous 
Later sessions w i l l  discuss regibnd 3 and 4; that is, characterization 

The objective OF modeling the spacecraft sheath is to obtain accurate values 
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the Hpacacknft mirf'aeo patantin1 find chnrfle dinlr ibutlons. In thh c i w  tho cnu~ic~ 
i s  ths undisturbed cnvlrantnenf, tho ePfOcb 18 the mrfaco patontlnlrl nnd chnrgc:i, 
and tho l ink Is t H s  chnrglrtg curronts. There nrc a number of different kind:, of 

charaing currclfh, as shawrr In YLmrs 5. Electron:, on$ ions Prom the plnnmn 
t r a v d  to the spacecraft. Photoelactrow, meondory olcctrans, and rsflcctcd and 
backscattered cleetrons con travel from t h e  sposecfoft ta ths plndnw or to other 
parts  of the speccemft surface. A l i  of the partlclc trajostaried whlsk arc cxternal 
to the spaceerait are both inflllenced by the sheath electrlc fields and contribute to 

th8 t r eontlguurat ton. 
L 

KINDS OF CH&?GfNG CURRENTS 
(in rough order 6f importbnce) 

0 El&etrbns from Olasfho 
@ Phatoelectrons fro& spacecrait suifocas 
@ tans fwm pidsma 

@ Setohdbry electrons from sutface - - -  from elWrafi ilpoct 
@ Secondary eltctronS from rcrfdeb --- from icin iinodct 

TRANSFER OF CHARGE CAN OCCUR: 

@ From environintnt to spocecrbfl 
@ From spdcecratt fo dnvitonmenl 
@ B&tweeii dlfferehf SpdCBCratt $Cfoce$ 

via ex tdtrial t ro iec tor ies 
via internal paths 

F1gui.e 5.  Different Charging Currents which Affect 
Spacecraft Charging 

The condition for equllibrlum - that is, a steady-state or quavistatic situation - 
is that the net current dcnslty vanishes 6t every point on the surface of Insulating 

materials, or that the net current to every conducting element vanishes. In sbnie 
situations - for  example, when dlscharges occur - i t  is important to look at the 
tlme-dependent behavior of the charging currents, h t  for the most part the time 
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comtnntH for chnrgldg arc no flhort thnt tho gram loatdroe of the shcath may bc? 
constderCd to be In qunntsbntlc eq(ri1tbrlum. 

Mathsmattcnlly, thQ shenth problem may bc doscribsd id torma of: (1) the 
Polwon sqUQtiOn, which tbl:s ode haw to find 6hs potanttnl dtstrtbuttoh for given 
space char@! dsnstttct8 and boundary conditions: and (2)  the Vlovov bquatton which 
tolls one how to ftnd the space charge.dcfisittes for a given petcnttal diatrtbutioii. 
The solution of each Df the& equattonu depends upon knowing the dolutton to the 
other, so that a self-consistent procedure must be found for a solution. Usually, 
the procedure Involves an Lrtttal guess and then suscessive improvements by 
iteration. 

lem have differed mainly in how the Vlasov equation has been solved. The Vlasov 
equation essentially states that the velocity didtribution fmction (strictIy speaking, 
the phase space density) for a given kind of particle is constant along the particle's 
trajectory. ConsBquently, a solutibn inttolvcs e i thw a calculation (or  approxima- 
tion) of the particle trajectory, o r  e lse  it  must make use of some other physical 
relationship that provides equivalent information. 

arranged into three categbries. This classiftcatian is taken from a revtew by 
Parker of theoretical work done on satellite sheaths and wakes. The following 
sutnrtlary of the various treatments is also largely taken from Parker 's report. 

point in the sheath at Which the density is desired to the point of origin of the 
particles. A t  the origin of the trajectory the distribution function may be evaluated 
sinCe the origin is either in the undisturbed plasma or at the spacecraft surface, 
where the distribution fac t ions  may be assumed to be known. The inside-out 
method is  flexible since the points at which the density is to be evaluated may be. 
choseh arbitrarily. Also, the methbd applies equally w e l l  to ions or  electrons. 
The disadvantage of this method is that the information obtained about a trajectory 
is lost when &de iaoves to the hext point for obtaining density, and hence the com- 
putation can be ttme-consuming. 

8 6 Fourhier to calculate the wake of a movtlng cylinder, and by Parker  for calcula- 
ting the dteadp-state plasma flow about an arbitrartly thick disk, Tk- method was 

9 used by Grabowski and Fischer tn conjunctlob wtth the assumption of quaslneutral- 
iby, so that their treatment was not geheral. It was also used by Taylor" for the 
weke oE an infinitely long cylinder of rectangular cross  -section, but the calculation 
was not carried beyond the firat iteratton, and is therefore not self-consistent. 
Parker  and Whtpple 
bilt didaot self-conststently solve for the sheath potential distributton. 

The various approaches that have been used in attempting to solve this prob- 

In table 2 of Parkep, the various approaches to the Vlasov equatibn are 

6 

The insids-but method follows particle trajectories backwards in time from a 

The inside-out method w a s  developed by Parker, and has been used by 

used the method for two-electrode probes on a satellite 
Liu and 
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I l ~ n g ' ~  used this mothad fop tRc fnr-wnkc zuno of n fintcllitc tu prcdirt wnvc-likc 
bchnvlor. Parkor 14# l C  ha8 nlno uscd tho mathud for two-oloc Crude rarkr4 -bc~rnc' 
nnd laboratory probe wystcnitl, nnd for tho probleni c i P  n ?ninll prwbo in thc . ihmth 
of n Inca@ olcetrodc. 

Thc outsildc-in nisthad follows particle trnjcctoriss In tkc snnw directton ctri 

the actual particle motion, 
difficult to choose the trajectories in such a way that on aceurnts density c m  be 
obtained .at on arbi t rary point. In the special case whcrc trajectories do not 
c ross  or reverse direction, the flux tube method of choosing trhjcctories may be 

used. This technique w a s  used by Davis and Ilnrris'' for a wake calculation 
assuming cold ions, by Call17 for the  cold-ion wakes of both cylinders and spheres, 
by Martinld for the cold-ioh wakes of a s tr ip  and disk, and by McDonald and 
Smetana" for the wake of an infinitely long cylinder in n drifting monoenergetic 
plasma. Another approach using the outside-in method is to divide the space into 
cells and to evaluate the density in each cell according to thk time that the particle 
spends in it. 
calculations, and can be readily adapted to time-depetlderit problems. .Again, 
accurate calculations can be time-consuming since many trajectories are required 
to obtaih good statistics within cells. 
mono-energetic-iob distribution with drift, and was used by Maslehnikov and- "... -. . 
Sigov20 fbr the cold-ion wake of a sphere. 

"i)ther" methods a r e  d&fintd as treatment which avoid explicit trajectory cal- 
culations and make use of other physical relationships. For  example, conf iyra-  
tions with inherent symmetry such as  spheres or  cylinders in an isotropic plasma 
may be treated by working with constants of the motion (that is, energy, angular 
momentum, etc. ) which characterize the particle trajectories. These simple con- 
figurations are useful because solutions can serve as benchmarks for the numeri- 
cal methods developed for more realistic probleihs. Also, they serve to illustrate 
the basic physical processes that may be involved in the charging phenomenon. 
Bernstetn and Rabinowitz2' used this approach to treat the probleni of n sphere in 
a plasma containing mono-energetic ions. Laframboide" treated exactly the 
problems of both spheres and cylinders in Maxwellian plasmas. t'hang and 
BiehkowskiZ3 used this approach to treat the problem of a thin sheath when there 
is emission of electrons at the surface of a spherical probe itr a plasma. 
Schroder'l and Whipple" extended this to treat the r a se  of a thick sheath. 
Parker" has formulated a computer prbgrarri which treats arbitrary sheath thick- 
nesses foor electron emitttng spherical probes in an isbtropfc plasma with arbi t rary 
velocity distributions. 

Other approaches which avotd trajectory calculations have used various 
assumptions o r  approximations such a s  cBxpressing the  ion o r  electron dcnsity in 

The main diHRdviintajiC of this nlstllod is that i t  1s 

This method is closely related to "particle-pushirig" o r  simulation 

9 This method w a s  studied by Parker  for 
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terms of' the local pbtentitil by means of the Boltzmahn factdr, neglectin$ ion 
thermal velocities, assuming quashetltrality, etc. Lta 
the ion axial component bf velocity is constant. They then determined limiting 
t rajdctorks for the derieity integral by further approximations, namely, an iddi-  
tiorial assumed approximate cbnstant of the motion, evtilutited using the locgl field 
in the vicinity of the point in question. Kiel, Gey, and d u ~ t a f ' s o n ~ ~  treated the 
wake bf zk sphere, assuming straight-line paths for the ion trajectories, and also 
assuming approximate formulas for the electron densitied. Gbrevich et  til3' 
assumed quasineutrality, using the Boltimanri fact- T for both ions and electrbns, 
and assumed in addition that the ion axial componeht of Velocity w a s  conetant arid 
that the i6n thermal velocity W a s  small. 

27 and Jew28 assumed that 

7 T 

A mbdel cannot be considered to be reliable until it has been verified. 
fication meand comparing the prediction oP the model with experimental results 
and finding agreement. As can be seen from the number of. theoretical Ereatrrlents 
of the Spacecraft sheath problem, models are Pa'airly easy to generate. It is much 
more difficult, in genCral, to perform the kind bf experiment which wi l l  provide 
data fbr verification o r  nonveriPicatiori of the model. This seems to be especially 
true in space phpsics, where there is such a long process involved in performing 
experiments on spacecraft. The process begins with a proposal, and then con- 
tinues through the experiment design and construction, a great deal of testing, 
finally a launch which may o r  may nbt be completely successful, and then data 
acquisitibn, transmlssiun through telemetry links and ground stations back to the 
experimenter, and finally reduction and analysis of the data by the experimenter. 
This cycle from the coneeptibn of the experiment until its analysis typically 
invblves several years, and it  is no wbnder that in space physics the connection 
between a thearetical model and its experimental verification is frequently sbme- 
what remote. 

Is  provided by work that has been dbne on the photoelectron sheath abbut a space- 
craft. A number of workers, beglminjg with Singer and Walker31 in 1962 have 
discussed thd effect of photoelectrons on the plasma sheath surrbunding a space- 
craft. Various veloctty distribution fllhctiohs for the photoelectrons were treated 
in various geometries, bat almost all  of the treatments were for a conducting body. 
Gaernsey and Fb3' arid Pu33 showed that IF the photoelectrons dominate the space 
charge near the sateiiite surface, i t  would be possible for a potential minimum to 
develop hi the sheath so that the potenrial distribution would be nonnionotunic. 

Veri--.-. 

An example of how models Can be rendered academic by the acqusition of data 
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(See Whlppka5 for a revlew of these tre8thtent);l. ) Such 
found by analysts of the electrbn dhta obtained frbm th& UCSB phrtldle dCteCtofs 
on the ATS-B satellife. 34  However, it wag shown thirt none bf the models could 
adequately explain the data. The potential minimum which wsiB inferred Crolrl 
the data Was Much tbb lat'ge td be explatted in terms of the ordinary space charge.. 
limited effect. It is probable that the mtnimuni must be cxplatned in terms af 
differenti81 charging of  the spacecraft surfaces. Elettrans a r e  emttted from these 
differentially charged portions of the spacecraft surface providing the required 
negatlve space charge for the forltlatidn of the potentid minimum. BoWeler, a 
quantitative model for this phenomenon has not yet been forfrrulated. 

Arlother way of verifying sheath niodeld that has riot been adequately cltploited 
is through laboratory dxperililents. Although it is not possiblt to completely 
simulate the geosynchronobs environment in a laboratory, it should be possible to 
study many of the individual processes. It is certainly possible to generate flliJtes 
OF particles in the appropriate energy ranges in the laboratory, and there should 
be no problem in simulating solar photoemission. It should be possible to learn a 
great deal about the chargitlg process and especially about the interaetiorl betvrcer. 
various spacecraft elements by using realistic models of a spacecraft in such 
laboratbry environment. 

pirtefttial mtnlmunl was 
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